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Man’s Delusional Global Reset (Commentary/Word)
For several weeks now, I’ve been pondering this topic and have written many iterations of
what follows. The reason: it’s quite complex. After many edits, this is what I’ve settled on
and trust it will be helpful to some.
Although what follows might seem ominous, as if the “bad guys” might actually win, fear
not; ultimately, they lose. Why? Because our God has a much better plan, in fact, a great
plan for humans and His very good earth. God’s purpose and plan to achieve it cannot
and will not fail!
However, this does not mean we should be ignorant of the times in which we live. As Paul
said: Therefore, be careful how you walk, not as unwise men but as wise (Ephesians 5:15).
Jesus sent out His disciples like sheep in the midst of wolves and instructed them to be
wise as serpents and innocent as doves (Matthew 10:16). Is our day much different?
So, what is presented in this insight is offered in the spirit of being wise in a day of the
unwise. We must discern the signs of the times! Trust this will help.
Before diving into the main topic, there are two things that need to be highlighted upfront,
for they are threads that run through all discussions of what is transpiring in the world. The
first is the fallen nature of the human race descended from the first Adam. We must not
lose sight of this one fact (not a “conspiracy theory”). Apart from Christ, inherent in humans
is the propensity to sin. Theologians and hell-fire preachers make sin into a religious
concept based on offending an angry God, but this misses the mark. Sin is a rather simple
concept to which all of us can relate. It is harmful behavior—harmful to the individual that
can (and often does) extend to others around and beyond the person (e.g., family, friends,
strangers, communities, nations, even extending throughout the globe). This harmful
behavior is contrary to a race created to be in the image of Elohim, meaning sin is contrary
to the creative design of the human race as intended by God. Collectively, sin (from all) has
created a race that is out of sync with the way creation was designed to work—that is, the
divine order. The mission of the Son of God, our Lord Jesus, is to reset fallen man’s kosmos
to God’s order, which is explained as the Kingdom of God.
The second is a universal principle laid out by Paul the apostle: the root of all bad things
(i.e., evils) is the love (fondness of) money (1 Timothy 6:10). Down through the centuries,
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many have been led away from the faith, resulting in their own pain, sorrow, even
destruction. Others who never had the faith have faith in money. Although money is not
stressed in what follows, we need to keep in mind this thread, for there are some who see
a reset as an opportunity to satisfy this perverted type of love.
Now, to begin…
Those who only pay attention to mainstream news (more like propaganda media) might
not know that there are moves afoot for a man-induced global reset that is not a
conspiracy but a well-advertised fact—it’s not lurking in the dark but very much out in the
open.
In its most common application, the word reset means “to restore something to its former
state”, as in resetting a corrupted computer, a broken bone, or a circuit breaker. In each
case, there is a return to “what was” before. However, the global reset that is presently
being proposed is different, for it is about fundamentally transforming the entire global
system and way of life into something entirely new. Thus, we keep hearing of “new norms”
or “we aren’t returning to the old norms.”
Given this, the word reset is misleading and a disguise for what it truly is—a New World
Order (NWO), which, by the way, is a decades-old concept that unscrupulous, psychopathic
globalists and the so-called ruling class have been driving to implement, based on a failed
ideology or theory or megalomania or savior complex. Beware; a global reset (aka NWO),
by all indications, is not a drive toward a utopian world of true happiness for all (called
happytalism) but toward a dystopia run by the few and for the few.
Although one proposed reset is in the forefront, we need to realize that there are other
types of resets that could be global in nature but limited in scope. For example, for years
there has been talk of a reset of the international monetary system based on digital
currency. Many are expecting this any day now. A shifting of powers across the globe could
be considered a reset of sorts, as well. However, in the extreme, a true global reset alters
the kosmos, that is, the orderly arrangement of how life is conducted throughout the earth.
Power, control, international law, sovereignty and alignment of nations, monetary
systems, resources, commerce, social orders, rights and liberties, and much more, most
likely, would be affected by a reset.
We can be certain the reset that is looming on the near horizon is unto death, not life. It is
a death sentence for the human race as we have known it.
Ideological isms most commonly cited as seeking to conquer the world (i.e., reset the global
order) include marxism, totalitarianism, fascism, communism, socialism, corporatism,
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scientism, and technocratism. However, there are two overarching isms that encompass
all the isms of man: Humanism—man at the center of his universe, absent the one true,
Creator God. It is both anti-God and anti-Christ—there is no place in man’s universe for
the God and His Son that we know. The other is materialism. These sum up all the isms in
play today! See: Truth Under Siege (pages 3-4, 6-7).
Commentators generally focus on one or two of these to explain what’s going on, but this
is too narrow a focus. What we are witnessing is more of a hybrid of isms that intertwines
elements of each with humanism and materialism at its core. Nothing good can nor will
come from this hybrid, for man without God is not human—it lives in the darkness of a
pagan world created in its own dark image. It ceases being a human created in the image
of Elohim. It is subhuman. This best sums up what is at stake at this turning point in history.
Once we understand the overall issue, the details become less important; however, it is
still important to understand what it might take to initiate a global reset. So, let’s move
on…
Frankly, the challenge in discussing a NWO or a global reset (we’ll stick with this term) is a
tendency to net it out to some simple explanation based in one ideology. However, this is
a mistake, for a true, comprehensive reset brought about through man’s scheming is a
complex, multi-faceted matter that requires pulling together an array of institutions and
mega-corporations, including news outlets, in collusion with governments, power brokers,
and numerous variables, with perhaps competing objectives and intended outcomes, in
order to bring nearly 8 billion people into its fold. Something of this magnitude is not
brought about by simply flipping a switch. The fact is that many interests and parties must
converge, whether overtly or covertly, in order to achieve a global goal.
The big question is: Is it even possible to pull off a thing of this magnitude without massive
resistance and bloodshed, accompanied by fear and panic, or another world war and its
resulting famine, disease, and ultimately death of millions (i.e., downfall of civilization as
we have known it)? Doubtful!
In the absence of war where winner takes all, a global reset requires entities with enough
of the right type of influence (i.e., power, control, resources, money, technology,
institutional and corporate networks, paid-for governments, secrecy, etc., and the means
for brute force, if necessary) to at least attempt to bring about global change. Again, the
success of a global plan of this order is very doubtful.
For those who are looking for an antichrist to rise up and rule the world, it is questionable
whether one individual will arise as the Antichrist. The spirit of antichrist is what we are
facing, the very same spirit that was in John’s day. The global pagans have taken their stand
as if in the place of Christ in the temple of God.
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It doesn’t matter if there is one group or a network of groups working together to achieve
a global goal. (Several key individuals and organizations could be named, but this would
fall short of the entire list of the complicit.) The important question is whether whoever
(or: whatever) is behind it has enough wherewithal to achieve their goal. Keep in mind: the
whoevers are not some new kids on the block; they’ve been around for quite some time,
plotting and scheming for their takeover, in the guise (lies) of doing something for the good
of all; all the while patiently infiltrating the institutions of society from governments to
education with their poisonous ideologies. It takes time to build effective deception. It also
takes a delusional mind that’s convinced it can pull it off.
The fact of the matter is that there is a psychotic thread that runs through all dangerous
isms—it’s called delusionism, which is a psychotic distortion of reality that forces others
to live under this delusion (writer’s definition). The danger of this ism is that those leading
the charge begin to see themselves (or: their ideology, technology, science, etc.) as the
savior of the world, even to the point of tyrannically forcing change upon everyone. In their
delusion, they see themselves as god-like leaders of the world that the people must
willingly follow. However, at the end of the day, the common folks are given no choice but
to follow, if they want to live. Case in point: isolation of the unvaccinated!
The most visible delusion being marketed today comes from Klaus Schwab’s World
Economic Forum (WEF) and the oligarchs and corporations that comprise its membership,
also in conjunction with the United Nations and its Agenda 2030. At the moment, these
are the known entities driving for a New World Order, disguised as what they call the Great
Global Reset (GGR). In a nutshell, the WEF’s global reset is a plan for technocracy and
transhumanism to rule the world in such a way that it will control every aspect of life on
earth, to the extreme of transforming humans into something “other”. They even market
their plan as “no one will own anything” and “everyone will be happy”.
Throughout the so-called pandemic, one of the obvious strategies of the ruling class has
been made clear—science is the answer that must not be challenged. It’s all about the
science or following the science. This might sound good until we realize that they get to
define the science. In other words, they decide the “science” and all voices that disagree
are censored. This is the heart of scientism. Included in all this narrative is man-made
climate warming (rebranded as climate change) and the Green New Deal, all laced with
catastrophism (end of the world; e.g., rising sea level, violent weather) in order to instill
the most fear and justify their demands for immediate global action, including an intrusion
on the rights and liberties of people. To be sure, God the Father and His Son Jesus Christ
are excluded from this plan. How could they be welcomed when man has taken his stand
in the temple as God? See: WW3 China Conflict (page 2).
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It is becoming clearer by the day that these self-proclaimed gods are in a full-court press
for a global reset, not based in truth or real science, for that matter, but based on a global
agenda that censors any narrative that does not line up with its goals and that wages a
propaganda war against truth it has been unable to stop from getting out into the public
domain.
By the way; when you hear public health officials or high-profile politicians declare (as one
just did) it is all about “science, science, science, science”, as if incessantly repeating the
word makes it true, tune them out as ignorant propagandists who don’t deserve to be
called a “public servant of the people”. Harsh words? Yes, but true. With vacuous, selfserving entities like this in charge, change for the good of the people will never come about.
The unfortunate part of what is going on is that people from all walks of life and in all
vocations are acting as if they are under a spell or have been brainwashed (menticide),
including the establishment’s so-called experts in science and medicine. Only the Lord
knows how many are in this mental state, but it could be substantial. It’s as if the human
race has come under assault by an unseen force that has led to loss of all logic and reason
or what could be called clear thinking that discerns good and evil, right and wrong, freedom
and tyranny, science and propaganda, reality and psyops. Up to now, many people have
held a false hope that government or some ideology will save them from the stark realities
of life in a fallen world, so they look to these things and willingly become their obedient
slaves. Is this false hope about to lead to an awakening of the general population that
government is no savior but instead an illusion of hope? We live in the day of Illusion.
One thing to keep in mind is that some elements of the proposed reset have already been
put into play, especially regarding climate change (e.g., moving from fossil fuels to green
energy; shutting down pipelines). Just because something might be part of the overall plan
does not mean it lurks in the shadows, waiting for the switch to be flipped.
But how does one achieve such a nefarious goal with nearly 8 billion humans on earth?
Reduce the world population so that there are fewer people who need to be controlled!
It’s called depopulation. If it is difficult to believe that other humans could be so cruel as
to propose such a diabolically evil thing, let alone initiate a program of depopulation, then
consider the inscription on a granite structure sitting in a field outside of Atlanta, GA that
was anonymously erected there in 1980. Here are its top two commandments: “Maintain
humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature”. “Guide reproduction
wisely improving fitness and diversity.” Sure sounds like Hitler’s drive for a master race,
while eliminating all others who don’t benefit society. Does anyone remember Josef
Mengele? Whoever is behind this Georgia monument, without doubt, see themselves as
superhuman, that is, they are a higher consciousness than the rest of us basic humans;
therefore, they alone know what’s best. They are nothing of the sort; they are subhuman.
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Could this explain why world leaders and power brokers are obsessively and insanely
driven, by every possible means of propaganda and coercion, to subject the entire world
to medical tyranny through harmful and unscientific mandates, especially untested
injections? Why the obsession over insisting very young children, who are at nearly a zero
chance of dying from covid, must be shot up with an experimental injection (by definition
not a vaccine) that has a long list of side effects and a growing database of ones having
adverse reactions and dying? Are they attempting to kill or render infertile the future
generation as a long-term plan for getting the global population down below a billion
people? Beyond the kids; why the drive to mandate injections for employees of
government-run institutions and private corporations with the edict: no jab, no job?
Consider one of the power brokers for vaccinating all 7+ billion people on earth—Bill Gates.
Should we trust the motives of a man who has publicly said the world population must be
reduced and who believes that it is acceptable for 10% of the vaccinated population to
suffer serious adverse reactions or death from these vaccinations? With a jab in the arm,
Gates said he’s willing to sacrifice “700,000” (bad math or obfuscation?). Should we trust
the motives of the likes of Anthony Fauci who has lied in public hearings regarding his
documented complicity in gain-of-function research that could have led to the covid virus?
The stakes for the human race could not be higher than they are at this very moment!
This is the Final Battle for Humanity! Interestingly, many are now making the same point.
One more point about the WEF reset: since 2020, it has become increasingly clear that the
powers behind the scene driving toward this have either seized on or purposely planned
the pandemic as a means to drive toward this reset (again, more like a complete world
takeover) by continuing to instill fear in the general public so that they will willingly
acquiesce to what they are told to do by those in power as their plan unfolds. Part of the
plan is to foster as much confusion and censorship of truth as possible through the
propaganda media in order to hide the real agenda and keep people off balance. It’s worth
emphasizing: the flip-flops, confusion, obfuscation, and outright lying are part of the plan.
With all this said, it is highly doubtful the WEF/UN will succeed in its world takeover. Why?
Because there are two other forces in the world that may have other plans and won’t be
easily persuaded to join the West in its delusional GGR. They are China and Russia that, no
doubt, have an entirely different view of the way the global system should operate. As a
minimum, they are looking for a shift in the global power structure—a realignment of the
nations where the United States’ hegemony is eroded (already happening under Biden) or
completely destroyed. Among the nations, apart from the US, China is one of the largest
players on the field with the most to gain or to lose. And, let’s not overlook that it’s a
communist nation, like Russia. Many have been postulating about what role China played
in the pandemic. Others suggest that China would have nothing to gain by being complicit
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in releasing a bioweapon. It is highly doubtful that the question of China’s role, if any, will
ever be resolved. Given all that is happening in the world, don’t overlook this one fact: both
China and Russia have military might that includes nuclear weaponry, something the WEF
and UN do not have. For these reasons, these two nations present a formidable roadblock
to the WEF and they must not be discounted.
Of course, some, especially in the US, are not interested in a global reset under any
circumstance, for they want to maintain America’s global hegemony that has been held
since the end of WW2. This too is delusional.
Considering the humanistic hybrid mentioned earlier (in which totalitarianism is included),
and looking back over the last 18 months or so, it’s clear that this drive for a global takeover
has many of the elements of the rise to power of the fascist Nazi Third Reich in the 1930s.
(According to one source, Klaus Schwab might have ties back to this era.) Many of the
hallmarks of this evil regime are with us today, including their heavy reliance on science
(i.e., scientism). If the war had continued, there might have been an entirely different
outcome due to their development of advanced weapons (atomic bombs) and aircraft (jets,
anti-gravity bells). Is the Fourth Industrial Revolution a Fourth Reich? See: Truth Under
Siege (page 10).
One similarity to the Nazis is a drive to cull the herd, which speaks to global depopulation
mentioned already. Again, there are global elitists (some with a eugenics history, like
Gates) that have made it known they believe the world population must be drastically
reduced. This might go along with the word I received from the spirit of the Lord that, in
the future, many are going to die (page 2). If so, how might they try to achieve this?
Bioweapons? Kill switches sold as vaccines? Unscientific and dangerous drives to mandate
untested injections for the whole world? Dangerous technologies? Engineered weather?
Food shortages, famines? Wars? All the above and more?
Some will be quick to say the devil is behind it all. Perhaps there is some element of this in
play; however, spiritual intuition says there is something else going on that has been
building in the human psyche for at least the last two decades, and fear (an ancient tactic)
ignited it. (Something is at work going beyond even fear, possibly from the environment
[e.g., electromagnetic energy], that affects the human body and psyche.) At any rate, at
the moment, it’s not a very pretty picture, as the saying goes, and it’s going to take a mighty
shock to break this spell upon this psyche.
Regarding a reset, a global takeover, or even a power shift of nations, the ruling powers
know there is one nation that stands in the way of their plans—the United States of
America. As they see it, the US must be “fundamentally transformed” (an Obama slogan).
Make no mistake; America is in the crosshairs of this reset.
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To accomplish the GGR or NWO, the present global order (with the US in the lead) must be
brought down (i.e., collapsed) in order to “build back better” (a Biden and WEF slogan).
The connection between Obama, Biden, the WEF, and the UN is obvious.
And, adding to this is something so hidden and dark that it is called the deep, deep state.
Apparently, it strives for full spectrum dominance, meaning global dominance. What is this
all about? As he was leaving office, is this what President Dwight D. Eisenhower warned
the nation about, only by a different name?
It is a fact of history that every major civilization and every great empire or nation has had
an end-date stamped on its charter. As the Lord spoke through Jeremiah, He raises up and
He takes down nations. Western civilization and its nations, including America, are no
exception. We are in decline!
The death of a nation, particularly one’s own, is a very difficult message to deliver, but—
based on the counsel of the Lord through words and dreams from 2007 to 2018—I must
do so. America has greatly declined and will not turn on its own, contrary to what some
“old covenant, patriotic” Christians might say. We are living through the death of a once
mighty nation.
On December 28, 2018, I asked the Lord about the current political situation. Why were
things as they were? His response…
“To bring this nation into judgment, as I have revealed to you already [reference to
previous years back to 2007]. A death of a nation unlike any other is in the process.
America is a proud nation that has lost its way, even among those who claim title to
Me. My people have turned to a corrupt, self-indulgent, blind system that, though it
claims God, does not know Me nor seek after Me and My Kingdom. The church is
caught up in this corruption. Today’s call is to come out of all of this. … Judgment is to
release My people from this and set the stage for My Anointing and Presence. My
Kingdom comes!” Prior to this, on December 26, 2018, I heard: “I will move heaven
and earth to bring My people into My glory.”
Without any doubt whatsoever, the political situation in the US just hit a new low with the
Biden-Harris administration’s abysmal handling of the US exit from Afghanistan. The US
just lost a 20-year war costing over 6,000 lives (American troops and contractors) and
over 2 trillion dollars, while abandoning Americans behind the lines, as well as supportive
Afghanis. Biden and his handlers can try to spin his failure a million ways, but it is still
failure. By the way; as hard as she might try to distance herself from the grand failures of
this administration, Harris owns it, as well. The December 2, 2020 word from the Lord is
being manifested daily.
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A Biden presidency will be the most failed one in the nation’s history. I will thwart
every move it attempts. FAILURE is written across the 46th president. Failure the
likes of which has never been seen in US politics. Everything attempted by this
administration will fail. Defeat is coming!
As a reminder, the number 46 signifies man without the holy spirit. God is not to be found
in this administration and all the politics associated with it. Fear not; God’s hammer will
see to its eventual demise.
One more point; the Lord’s word is being confirmed through many others who are logging
all the failures of the 46th president. Has the tide turned against this senile president and
his administration of incompetents? Yesterday, a well-known site posted a blog titled: The
Biden Administration is the Most Incompetent in History. There—you have it!
This incompetence is part of the drive for a GGR/NWO that has been building momentum,
even more so in the last few months. Biden’s handlers are clearly part of the global reset.
In response, there is a growing resistance and pushback to it, but is it enough and in time
to turn it back? Does the resistance even have a plan in mind to make life better for all, or
is it just to return to “normal”? And, where do China and Russia stand in all of this?
Metaphorically speaking, surely, they are skilled players on the gameboard of global chess.
What is their next move? I’ve had dreams and words about these two nations (mostly
involving war) but never anything directly about the WEF.
As posited in other insights, without doubt, we are living in a day of monumental
corruption that could be likened to the days leading up to the great flood. In the days of
Noah, corrupt men were given a period of warning that lasted 120 years (pages 2-4) in
order to turn from their evil ways. They failed to do so and all were destroyed by the flood.
God chose eight people to survive His judgment that destroyed the global order of that
day. Noah and his family rode out the storm in an ark and then, about one year later, when
they stepped out of the ark, God Himself reset the world order with a new covenant, sealed
with a rainbow.
It’s possible we have been in a comparable period since 1900-1901. The nations have had
120 years to turn away from their corrupt and evil ways and turn to God, but given the evil,
even demonic-like activities, and corruption that has openly manifested today, it would
appear that the nations of the world have not turned but only gotten worse. If so, we could
be approaching the end of this period of judgment. How will it end? Not with a whimper!
Everything of created things that can be shaken will be shaken!
For the discerning and the watchful, there is a sense something significant is coming. Will
it stop the GGR or will it ennoble it to godlike status with greater destructive powers?
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I’m reminded of the sensing I had in the days leading up to September 11, 2001 and a sense
of urgency I had on September 11, 2019, within months of covid. Déjà vu!
Be watchful during the month of September 2021.
Dear saints, we are nearing the completion of the 21-year period that I’ve stressed for the
last several years. It really has been a period of chaos, confusion, tumult, upheaval,
falsehood, deception, lies, panic, fear, subjugation, and the list goes on. Most definitely,
the beginning of the 21st century has been punctuated with troubling times, and 2021 is
shaping up to be the worst of the years so far. But it’s not over yet! So, hold on to the Lord!
Well, this is enough to shed some light, not the full light, on the negative side of what is
going on and where it might head if left unchecked. Left out are the external forces that
could be either highly destructive to our physical world (i.e., catastrophism) or could
challenge the very meaning of life and existence (metaphysical or existential) that could
and, most likely would, disrupt man’s plans.
In spite of all the bad news, let’s not lose sight of the good news. Life comes out of death!
A new day of light dawns after the storm of darkness! God’s judgment is not for total
annihilation but for restoration. On the other side of this death is the Kingdom of our Lord,
King Jesus—not just for one nation but for the whole world.
It’s up to each of us to discern and know the time in which we live, seeking the Lord for
wisdom and spiritual discernment to know which way to go. Be wise as serpents and as
innocent as doves. Remember, doves are a symbol of the holy spirit and of the peace of
God!
As the Lord reminds us: Do not fear! Don’t be afraid!
Something much greater is on the horizon—a Great Awakening of Our True Identity.
It’s time to put aside all the negatives and focus like a laser beam on the positives—the
greatest good news of all. A more powerful and mightier force is at work to rescue the
world—one who knows how everything works and how it will eventually work out to the
glory of God. He should know, for all things have been created in Him.

His name is JESUS!
God’s great reset is coming! Keep your heart set on the Lord Jesus! He is the reset!
Rev 3
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